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Doorway Manners 
This is an exercise that does take a lot of consistency on your part to teach your dog. This is 
an important exercise, as it is for safety and also helps to establish leadership with your dog. 
This exercise is based on using your “release word”.  
 
An open-door way, open gate, open car door etc. does not mean that your dog can dart out 
when he feels like it; there is an “invisible barrier” that is up and is only taken down by you 
using the “release word”.  
 
You do NOT tell your dog to sit and stay, as your dog will think that you need to be there to 
tell them this. If the door were to ever blow open, and you’re not there to tell them to stay 
they will leave because they think you are supposed to tell them to stay and not leave. 

 

Starting Steps 
With your dog on leash, open your front door, if your dog tries to dart out of the door, use 
your body to interrupt your dog from getting outside the door, by stepping in front of them 
or side to side.  
 
Back your dog away from the open door using your body movements not the leash. 
 
Once the dog is back in the house, praise, start again. If the dog tried to dark out the door 
again, repeat the process. Once the dog understands that he cannot dart out the doorway 
when they feel like it and they are waiting at the door, use your “release word” and let them 
out the door. 

 

Final Steps 
Once the dog understand that an open door does not mean they can dart out, test your dog 
by throwing food, their favorite toys etc. out the door.  
 
By doing this you are increasing the incentive for your dog to make a mistake; this gives you 
the opportunity to teach your dog that no matter what is going on outside, they are to 
remain in the house until you release them. 

Demo Video Online 



Collar Grabs/Holds 

By teaching your dog to be accepting of people touching his collar you will have success in 
many situations such as: Dog Parks, Leashing Up For Walks, When You Need To Grab Your 
Dog Quickly (Safety). By teaching our dogs not to shy away from our intruding hand can be a 
life saving measure or just the convenience of not chancing your dog around the park to get 
a hold of him.  

• Present a handful of small cookies to your dog  
• Slowly reach in UNDER his chin to start  
• Slowly move your hand all the way around his collar – If you use a harness remember 

to touch the whole harness.  
• Keep very short to begin with as to not stress the dog out  
• Remove collar touching hand first  
• Once the hand is off your dog you can let the dog have the remaining cookies.  
• Repeat every day several times.  
• Extend collar-holding time and vary hooking up leash and letting your dog go again.  
• Remember to tell your dog to “Go Play” when off leash and practicing.  (This lets your 

dog know that his playtime hasn’t ended)  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 



Recall 

Recall is having your dog come to you when called. This is an extremely important 
cue and is a potential life-saving skill. The key to this exercise is to turn it into a fun 

game that always means positive things for your dog!  

Basic Recall  

• From a short distance say your dog’s name ONCE and then say ‘Come’.  
• When your dog starts to come to you begin cheering them on!  
• Once they get to you, hold on to their collar and offer big rewards! Give them a 

jackpot of treats and  praise them for at least 10 seconds.  

Adding the Sit  

• Say your dog’s name ONCE and then ‘come’.  
• Hold your lure by your knees as your dog approaches.  
• When your dog gets closer slowly lift the lure up to have them sit. If your dog does not 

sit, use your verbal command. Once they sit, hold onto their collar and reward!  

Tips for Success  

• To start, have your body lowered to encourage your dog to come with you.  
• Always be positive with your recall. NEVER call your dog to you and punish them. This 

only teaches  them that coming to you is a bad thing.  
• Turn this into a game! Call the dog and run the other direction, play hide and go seek, 

have one  person call the dog and run and then have another person do this after the 
dog is rewarded or call the dog to you for a game such as tug or fetch.  

 

 



Cookie Toss Game 
In class we learnt 2 games in increase your dog’s drive for recall. These games will 

help increase their attention and enjoyment for their “Recall” word. We want them 
to hear their name, whip their head around in your direction so that you can get 

your recall word in and have your dog return to you with no issues. Let’s review 
those games…  
 

Cookie Toss For Name Attention 
If you are in a safe enclosed area you can do this game off leash. If you are outdoors, 
the use of a long line appx 30-50 feet would be best.  
 

• Have several delicious treats in your pockets. Be sure not to make these treats 

too small – we want our dogs to be able to see the treat drop onto the floor or 
grass without much issue.  

(You can do this game with 6 of the same balls or treats as a different game) 
• Toss one treat away from your body (not too far to start). 
• As soon as your dog runs and picks the treat up off the ground, say your dog’s 

name “Fido”, only 1 time in a clear and upbeat tone. 
• When your dog turns in your direction, say “Yes” and toss a treat directly 

across your path in the other direction. The key is to make this sporadic as 
possible. 

• Keep tossing treats in different directions and have fun! Repeat for a few 
minutes.  

 

Cookie Toss Adding Recall Word 
Now it’s time to add our recall word to this game!  
 

• Have several delicious treats in your pockets. Be sure not to make these treats 
too small – we want our dogs to be able to see the treat drop onto the floor or 

grass without much issue. 
• Toss one treat away from your body (not too far to start). 



• As soon as your dog runs and picks the treat up off the ground, say your dog’s 
name “Fido”, only 1 time in a clear and upbeat tone. 

• When your dog turns in your direction, say their recall word you have chosen 
“Come, Here, Now, Hustle, Home, etc.”.  

• As your dog starts running towards you make sure to encourage them – but 
NEVER repeat your recall word.  

• When your dog reaches you, have several small treats in your hand. Encourage 
your dog to come all the way into you with a sit and collar grab and “Yes”.  

• Deliver a few small treats one at a time to encourage your dog to stick around 
and not take off right away.  

• Keep tossing treats in different directions and have fun! Repeat for a few 
minutes.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 



Stay 

Teaching your dog “Stay” comes in a series of 3 techniques – Duration, Distance & 
Distractions. To have our dogs successfully complete a stay we need to start with 
Duration. Consistently having the dog hold the stay for a desired amount of time is a 

must before we start to increase the distance/distractions of the stay.  

Remember we DO NOT call our dogs from a stay position you must use your 

“Release Word”.  

1. Ask your dog for a sit, down or stand stay.  
2. Put your dog into whichever position you choose to practice.  
3. Use your hand signal and verbal and say, “Stay” (Hand signal is down by your stomach 

with palm facing dog).  
4. In the beginning you can reward your dog for staying with either verbal praise or treat 

rewards.  
5. Keep your “Stay” very short to begin with - 5 seconds.  
6. Remember to always release your dog with “Okay” or “All Done”.  
7. Work up your stay to 1-minute duration by following steps 1-5.  
8. Once your dog can stay in your desired position for 1 minute slowly start to decrease 

your rewards while they stay.  
9. Your ultimate goal will be for your dog to stay the full 1-minute and you reward when 

your dog has completed the task and you released them from the stay.  

 

 



Shake Paw 

• Gently hold cookies in front of your puppy while you tap behind their front leg.  
• Note: Don’t tap hard enough you physically lift the paw – the lifting of the paw should 

be done under your dog’s own muscles. This way they learn to lift the paw when you 
ask not when you touch it.  

• When your dog raises the paw off the ground say “Good Shake Paw” or “Shake Paw” or 
you can even label them “Left Paw” and “Right Paw”.  

• Reward your dog with the cookie and remove your tapping hand.  
• Soon enough your dog will be shaking their paw when you ask!  

 

 
 


